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Colin Mackenzie
Teach Times Editor

tesolfrance@gmail.com
Attn: TTEditor

Though it has taken a while to get 
this issue to you, we are very happy 
with the end result. We had a great 
response to a request for articles 
following our Colloquium last 
November, eight of them are in this 
issue and there will be more to come 
in the following one. Alan Hall 
suggests ways of taking the pressure 
off by letting the students manage 
themselves. Ann Collins and Adriana 
Bocu focus on the learners, Ann on 

business.

Those of you with an eye for such 
things will have noticed that this is 
the 100th issue of the Teaching Times 
and I?m afraid I have really missed a 
trick in not commemorating this in 
some way. You may also have noticed 
that it is our 40th anniversary this 
year, and those of you who are 
numerate as well as literate will see 
that this means we have averaged 2.5 
issues per year during those forty 
years. This year is going to be below 
average, and I apologise for that, 
however, in order to make up for 
that, and for not celebrating the 100th 
issue, we are planning that the next 
issue be a bumper issue, it will also 
be a celebration of our 40 years. 
Something to look forward to..

building their confidence and Adriana 
on a group Though it has taken a 
while to get this issue to you, we are 
very happy with the end result. We 
had a great response to a request for 
articles following our Colloquium last 
November, eight of them are in this 
issue and there will be more to come 
in the following one. Alan Hall 
suggests ways of taking the pressure 
off by letting the students manage 
themselves. Ann Collins and Adriana 
Bocu focus on the learners, Ann on 
building their confidence and Adriana 
on a group a lot of us are familiar 
with, Generation Z. In the classroom 
ideas section, Laura Loder Buechel 
looks at creative tasks in the 
elementary classroom, Julia Aliverti & 
Vicky Chionopoulou at using culture 
in the classroom, Jedrek Stepien at 
how to improve our use of 
conversation questions and Sophie 
Pietrucci give us GEM activities for 
webinars. Sinead Namur tells us about 
a course in mediation she designed 
and Catherine Aygen, who is 
becoming a regular contributor, has 
advice for running your own 

Editorial

(Graphic: IvanDesign via Canva)

PEOPLE

are going to make this upcoming 40th 
anniversary reflect TESOL France?s true 
essence, then we need you. We?d like for all 
of you to help contribute some memories 
and stories from your past experiences with 
TESOL France.

For the moment, I?m just asking you to think 
about it. Think about what you would like to 
share. We?ll get back to you soon about the 
details, but I sincerely hope that you will 
participate because I can?t think of anything 
else that would be as 
heartwarming for this 
momentous milestone in 
France's ELT community.  

Jeremy Levin
TESOL France President

Postcard from the President 

Dear Colleagues,

If you are reading this, it is most likely not a 
coincidence. If you are here, it is because you 
are an ELT professional that cares about your 
work and your community. For that we thank 
you.

Every time we hold an event, we are 
reminded of how fortunate we are to be part 
of an inspirational, diverse, and supportive 
community. In fact, in our last webinar, we 
had people attending from four different 
continents! While moving things online has 
broadened our horizons, we are also 
impatient to get back to having in person 
events. Especially, since this year marks our 
40th anniversary for the TESOL France 
Colloquium. By the beginning of July, we will 
announce whether our annual colloquium 
will be in person or online. We will keep you 
informed about this decision, but just know 
that we're doing the best we can to make 
heads or tails of this never ending uncertainty 
that we are all living with.

If I may, I would like to continue talking 
about our wonderful little community. If we 
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Managing Students to Manage Themselves 

Through trial and error, every teacher has developed 
their own methods of helping their students through 
the school year.  In this article I?d like to offer some 
ideas that were discussed at the last TESOL France 
conference. They work very well for my teaching 
situation, fixed classes that I see once a week 
throughout a year, and I hope you will be able to use 
them in the situation that you teach in.     

Emotional Intelligence in the Classroom

In his seminal work, Daniel Goleman points out that at 
present we leave the emotional education of our 
children to chance, with ever more disastrous results 
(Goleman, 1996).  Especially in this year of distance 
learning with little face to face contact, there is an 
immediate need to educate our students on their own 

emotional intelligence. However, Goleman warns that 
emotions are still an unexplored ?continent? of science, 
with a ?welter of self-help books that, although 
well-intentioned, lack much if any, scientific basis?.  
One of the major points Goleman makes in his book is 
the need for self-awareness in our students, not just of 
how they feel, but also their actions, behaviour and 
how they interact with others.  Over the years I have 
designed activities that can be taken into any class to 
help our students become more self-aware.

The Wall is the Teacher?s Friend

Whether we have four walls in a classroom all to 
ourselves or move rooms and have to use a section of 
the board in each room, I find having several different 
posters for each class effective as a means of getting 
students to be aware of their actions.

Offering tried and tested methods for helping both the student and the teacher in the 
classroom

Alan Hall  
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For teens, at the end of each class, students grade 
themselves on how they think they handled 
themselves in the class, from the Irish ?grand? being 
OK or average, to Excellent, or if they stepped out of 
line they could admit to having misbehaved. Each 
student and the teacher have to agree on what the 
score should be.  Generally I am a supporter of L1 in 
the classroom (if everyone?s L1 is the same of course, 
so as not isolate any student) and research shows it is 
the greatest tool students have in learning English. 
However, if excessive L1 has been used they may be 
questioned on it.  This record is kept public 
throughout the school year and students can see how 

they?ve handled the course.  Generally, however, 
students don?t score an excellent rating until after 
Christmas, giving them something to aim for in the 
New Year.

There is also a secondary scoreboard to use with those 
teens that have unit or progress tests.  Students predict 
beforehand what they estimate their scores will be, 
then compare them to what they achieved.  Generally, 
this is taken in good humour and helps lighten the 
mood of having a test but it is also a useful sign to 
show the teacher where they are in their learning, and 
their level of confidence on a topic.



points. At the end of each class the team with the most 
points wins points for their ?overall? class scoreboard.  
At the end of the three terms in the school year, the 
three highest scoring students get a gold, silver and 
bronze award in class.  

Not all hope is lost however for the losing team. When 
points are being awarded on the class?s overall 
scoreboard, one person from the losing team still has 
the ability to earn a ?losing bonus point?. This has the 
added benefit for the teacher that even if one team is 
dominating the other, it keeps the losing team well 
behaved in the hope for points at the end.

5
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For younger learners I generally use a simplified 
scoreboard throughout the year.  Each class is divided 
into two teams. Each team has a team captain ? with 
this  role they are responsible for their other team 
member?s behaviour.  Throughout class, at the 
teacher?s discretion, points are awarded to teams based 
on their work, correctly answering questions and for 
overall behaviour.  An example of a more ?excitable? 
moment in class is when I say the phrase ?Thumbs on 
Table?! They know to sit quietly on their chairs with 
both hands on the desk and thumbs up (therefore 
being quiet and not fiddling with anything as their 
hands are empty). The first team to do this gets extra 

What this involves is the teacher writing a short 
paragraph or even a few sentences on the class, their 
behaviour, strengths/weaknesses shown, classroom 
management and any potential problems. Initially 
though it may seem like extra paperwork and an 
annoyance, especially if you want to run to the loo. 
Over time I found the comments section so important, 
that I?ve taken this idea to every school I?ve worked in 
since then.  I find it invaluable and, as the school year 
progresses, a great way to document the relationships 
and atmosphere of the classroom too. It has easily 
been the best self-observation tool I?ve used to date. I 
would suggest that it will help you capture action 
points and identify the sections of classes that did and 
didn?t work more easily, thereby helping you to 
develop your teaching skills faster. 

Generally I use the wall for the gamification of 
behaviour and the scores are motivating for students.  
It?s a light-hearted approach to classroom management 
and isn?t exclusionary.  The posters are permanent 
fixtures throughout the school year, so students can 
see their own progress and improvements as the year 
goes on. It?s also a very easy class control mechanism 
for both the good days and the bad.

And It?s Not Just for Students

It?s all well and good keeping tabs on our students 
through the year, but what about ourselves?  One of 
the greatest ?Continued Professional Development? 
tools I ever used happened to be in a school where 
teachers had 10 minutes between each class, and had 
to fill out a short review on the class, including 
activities carried out.  



Cheat Sheets

There is another form of note taking that I also use 
which I refer to as the cheat sheets of every class ? 
?cheat sheets? because they are kept entirely secret.  
On top of my usual A5 booklets used for lesson 
planning, I have another A5 booklet that throughout 
the year ? and especially at the start of each school 
year ? is filled in with small details about each student.  
This is especially important for any teacher whose 
memory may not be as good as others!  I find this 
vitally important for birthdays, pet names, holidays, 
family members? names, jobs, interests and other 
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(All article photos provided by author)

Alan Hall is an English teacher and 
storyteller with two Masters who has 
worked across Ireland, Spain and 
Italy teaching all ages and levels. His 
primary research interests include 
emotional intelligence and 
behaviour, world Englishes, folklore 
and storytelling, diversity in ELT and 
psycholinguistics.

details that help keep a rapport with each student. If 
we?ve 100 new students a year, it?s hard to remember 
the name of each dog!  Obviously this is kept on my 
person at all times, but I find it speeds up rapport 
building with students and helps in the long run, for 
example, if you ask about their dog Spot once every 
three weeks!

These ideas have been built on over the years and 
adapted to suit new classes and situations as the years 
go by.  Hopefully there is something in there that you 
may find useful and adaptable for your classroom 
setting.

References 

Goleman, D. (1996) Emotional Intelligence: Why it Can Matter More 
Than IQ. Bloomsbury Publishing PLC.

"Especially in this year 
of distance learning 
with little face to face 
contact, there is an 
immediate need to 

educate our students 
on their own emotional 

intelligence."
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  FOCUS ON THE LEARNERS

According to a recent Wall Street study, 70% of French 
speakers don?t feel comfortable speaking in English, 
saying they feel ?bloqué?. They report feeling afraid of 
making mistakes, of speaking in front of colleagues 
and of being judged negatively.

Our traditional solution at the Belfort School of English 
(BSoE) has been to provide a number of 
complementary activities: building confidence through 
reinforcing knowledge of grammar and vocabulary, 
providing many opportunities to speak, ensuring a 
friendly atmosphere where mistakes are used as 
learning opportunities. We have worked hard to 
provide a relaxed and yet focussed environment and 
our students have been happy!

However, whilst their levels on the A1-C2 scale were 
rocketing, their underlying feeling that they were not 
good enough remained for some. This clearly wasn?t 
?true? according to our assessments of their level of 
attainment, but we knew that we hadn?t changed their 
deep lack of confidence and underlying self-limiting 
belief in their capacity to learn and speak English.

Why is this an issue?

Of course, it could be argued that this isn?t our job as 
English teachers: if the students have improved their 
level of English, the job is done surely?! But at the 
BSoE we want to go further. We want our students to 
become independent and confident learners striving 
for excellence. To do that, they need to believe that 
they have the capacity to become excellent and to 
embrace and believe in their success.

During the first lockdown in April 2020, I had the 
opportunity to do an accredited coaching course and 
this not only changed my own way of thinking but I 
believe it has also started to have a positive impact on 
my staff and students!

What is a coaching approach?

As a result of my coaching training, I have found three 
ways to simultaneously build confidence and silence 
the inner critic that can sabotage our students? efforts:

1. By tapping into values and goals
2. Nurturing a growth mindset
3. Using language in the classroom to change 

beliefs and shift the inner voice ?loop?

(1.) Tapping into values and goals

In teaching and learning, setting goals is well 
established, but tapping into values is less common. 
Yet it has been in this area where we have seen the 
most profound changes with our students. We start by 
asking our students what they want to achieve in 
English and then we push them to articulate exactly 
what that will bring them (no-one is allowed to say 
that English is useful as it?s an international language!). 
We encourage them to make it personal to them: what 
will achieving this goal bring to them specifically? Why 
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is it important? We keep asking the question until they 
reach a big concept. Often this is ?happiness?, 
?satisfaction?, ?friendship? or something similar. This 
can take time, requires rapport and trust between the 
teacher and student and can be quite an emotional 
experience for students.

Reframing the student?s original goal in terms of their 
values is then an important next step. An example 
might be: ?I want to learn English so that I can travel 
easily with my family and share great moments with 
them. That will bring me great personal satisfaction.?

In doing this, the learner has connected their goal to 
their personal values and this connection can be 
immediately life changing! We have witnessed students 
whose body language literally changes when they 
discover why learning English is important to them. 
We have seen subsequent remarkable changes in 
engagement and ongoing motivation as a result. The 
task of learning English changes often from being an 
obligation or a ?need? to being a ?want?.

(2.) The importance of nurturing a growth mindset

The work of Carol Dweck1 is key to understanding the 
importance of a growth mindset and also how to 
encourage this in the classroom. She has undertaken 
large-scale research, including a recent study in Chile 
where she and her team tracked 140,000 children 
looking for why certain children were ?successful?.

They found that when factors for wealth, parental 
support, educational access and social connections 
were taken out of the equation, the factor that made 
the difference was the children?s ability to tap into a 
growth mindset. Interestingly, they did similar research 
on top athletes and CEOs and found the same result.

Carol Dweck explains the importance of this through 
her model of mindset. The model progresses along a 
sliding scale from a fixed to a growth mindset. A fixed 
mindset is a belief that intelligence, character, talent, 
creativity are all fixed, with the definition of success 
being perfection. A growth mindset is where these 
same traits can be developed, embracing failure and 
challenge are seen as a way of learning with success 
being defined by growth. Dweck explains that we are 
not one or the other; it can depend on the situation 
and we can move quickly from one to the other. This 
is wonderful news! In effect, we can make the choice 
as to where we wish to be on this continuum, and we 
can also develop this all-important growth mindset.

(3.) Using language deliberately in the classroom to 
challenge limiting beliefs and shift the inner critic

The inner critic is unfortunately extremely effective in 
sabotaging our efforts to nurture our growth mindset. 
The inner critic reminds us , for example, that ?You 
were never good at English at school?, or ?You?ll make 

Building Confidence and Silencing That Inner Critic: 
Using Coaching Techniques in the Classroom
Ann Collins

1Carol Dweck (2017) Mindset: Changing the way you think to fulfil 
your potential. 6th Edition Robinson



a mess of that presentation in English just like the last 
time?.

Here are a few of the ways teachers can help to to 
counter this negative thinking:

1.Pay attention to the language being used and help 
students to reframe their statements that are in a 
fixed mindset. A powerful word is ?should?. 
Imagine that a student says: ?I should do more 
homework between lessons.? You can challenge 
them to reframe that by choosing either ?I want? 
or ?I don?t want?. You can see the difference: this 
creates ownership of the task or goal, it underlines 
the fact that there is a free choice and puts 
responsibility on the student to take action. Action 
is the fuel for developing a growth mindset!

2.?I can?t do it? ? or ?You can?t do it? is often the 
inner critic becoming noisy and interfering, 
preventing a student from even trying. The magic 
word is ?yet?! Challenge and then remind the 
students to add the word, ?yet?! For example, ?I 
can?t speak English fluently, yet.? We are not 
suppressing the emotions that naturally occur 
when we find something difficult, merely opening 
up the possibility that it might not always be that 
way. The best way to see the results of this is to 
try it on yourself: ?I can?t make a mille feuille, yet!? 
I?m still motivated to try and so my chances of 
success have increased!

3.Using affirmations. There are many that focus on 
embracing failure as feedback, but one that I find 
particularly useful in this context is ?I already have 
all the resources I need or I can create them.? 
Asking students to reflect on these can be 
empowering. What do I need? Where could I find 
the support I need? Who could help me?

4.Remind students of the reality of ?talent?. How 
many amazing artists, musicians, business leaders 
have achieved anything without having to work 
and face challenges or setbacks?

What we are learning at the BSoE

When talking to my students and colleagues, some of 
the words they have used to describe the changes they 
have noticed include: ?empowering?, ?life changing? 
and ?I never thought I could feel this confident?! We 
are continuing to adapt, refine and polish our 
coaching approach in the classroom and certainly, the 
future looks bright!

How to start in your classroom tomorrow

As teachers, a  change of mindset starts with us. Carol 
Dweck?s book would be a great first investment. Watch 
your own language and focus on opening up the 
possibility of success by using the word, ?yet?. Both 
can be transformational. Tapping into values, as 
outlined above, is a powerful step that you can use 
easily especially with adult and teenage learners. 
Undertaking some coach training is the next logical 
step to gain a whole toolbox of techniques.

For the future, the inclusion of elements of coach 
training in a teacher training curriculum could be an 
avenue well worth exploring. Imagine if we could not 
only give students learning techniques, knowledge and 
skills but also a feeling of empowerment, a mindset 
that could allow them to fulfill potential in all areas of 
their lives.

It?s surely time for us in the teaching profession to aim 
higher than we ever thought possible!
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  FOCUS ON THE LEARNERS

 In a world of differences and uncertainty, we usually 
struggle to find patterns: systems that help us order the 
world around us. The same can be said about the 
world of teaching. As educators, we strive to find ways 
to address each individual?s learning needs but we also 
feel our efforts fall short given every single one of our 
students is overwhelmingly different from the next. We 
need to find patterns and similarities that help us 
address the differences in a more uniformly consistent 
way. Generational research can provide us with that 
framework. Grouping students within age cohorts is a 
way of identifying and understanding attitudes, 
behaviours and characteristics, and subsequently using 
them as guidelines for our teaching.

Who is Gen Z?

Also known as the Post-Millennials, Generation Z 
encompasses today?s teenagers and young adults, 
namely those born between the late 90s and early 
2010s. Gen Zers are growing up in an age of 
unprecedented change and instability, a sensation that 
is enhanced by the overarching influence of the 
internet. As a generation, Gen Z are different from 
millennial learners; as language teachers we sometimes 
feel a little bit in the dark when it comes to addressing 
their needs and preferences.

The ELT research on the topic is scarce, but 
interestingly enough, other disciplines, such as 
Marketing, can provide us with significant insight on 
the topic. What follows is a list of 5 macro-trends or 
characteristics that marketers have identified as being 
shared by Generation Z on a global scale. Each of 
them can be studied and applied to adapt our teaching 
practices to Gen Z.

Social 

The need to socialise is an intrinsic part of human 
nature, but Generation Z have taken it online, which 
has maximised their opportunities to connect with 
others. Social media has become the perfect tool not 
only to do this but also to perform other social 
practices such as expressing themselves or even 
bullying others. 

The EFL take-out from this is that learning should be a 
social experience too. EFL/ESL teachers need to take 
advantage of Gen Z?s social networking inclination by 
providing them with safe, virtual spaces where they 
can share information, questions and learning 
experiences. There are plenty of platforms out there, 
including Slack, Teams or even WhatsApp or 
Facebook. These  can be used both to meet the 
students? need to share their learning experience and 
to satisfy their social media needs.

Global

If Gen Zers are connected to others globally by social 
media, it is only logical that they are exposed to 
information and events that transcend the boundaries 
of their local communities. This has in turn developed 
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into a passion and commitment to global causes and 
social responsibility. The Greta Thunberg phenomena 
was not a singularity. She is the product of a 
generation that knows what?s going on around the 
world and cares about it deeply. 

For language teaching, this would mean a more 
extensive use of authentic materials and authentic 
tasks in the classroom. Lots of arguments come to the 
table when we discuss authentic materials: level, 
PARSNIPs (taboo topics), availability, adaptability, etc. 
However, if we want to keep this generation engaged 
and motivated we need to start reaching out to the 
world they know about which, thanks to the internet 
and globalisation, is big and interesting. 

Authenticity is also achieved by means of authentic 
tasks and meaningful, realistic interaction. Authentic 
tasks are those that speakers of a language would do 
on any given day and such tasks then trigger 
meaningful interaction. Authenticity gives relevance to 
what the student is learning or practising. Gen Zers 
have a strong tendency to abandon whatever is not 
perceived as authentic or purposeful.

Mobile

Generation Z were born true digital natives; they do 
not know a world without the internet. A 2018 study 
by the Centre of Generational Kinetics found that 95% 
of the 1,000 Gen Zers interviewed owned a 
smartphone and half of them used it for five or more 
hours a day. Mobile phones are not just a tool for 
communication, they are a source of entertainment, 
retail, and learning as well. Gen Z expect to be able to 
do most things on their phone. Marketers understood 
the message and have been successful to the point 
that most teenagers prefer online shopping. 

The trend to incorporate mobile phones in the English 
classroom is not new and the Covid pandemic has 

Targeting Generation Z: Using marketing 
principles to guide ELT practice
Diana Bauducco

(Photos: View Apart & Tolgart via Canva)



accelerated it. However, in the majority of EFL/ESL 
lessons, the inclusion of digital technology and mobile 
phones has been driven by emergency or motivations 
factors. Gen Z uses mobiles in an entirely different 
way, one that calls for the mobile technologies to 
naturally blend into classroom life, one that replaces 
more traditional elements for apps and digital 
technologies. Heavy dictionaries can and should 
definitely be replaced with online/app ones; 
notebooks can be replaced with apps that allow for 
multimedia entries (text, pics, audio); pen-and-paper 
assignments could be replaced by online, live and 
(potentially) cooperative documents.

Quick

According to TIME magazine, whilst millennials 
boasted a 12-second attention span, Generation Z can 
only be proud of an 8-second one. However, that 
number does not indicate the amount of time an 
individual is able to concentrate on something but 
rather the time it takes young people to assess 
whether the content is worth their attention. 

Marketers have become specialists in this issue and are 
creating short content that take consumers a mere 6 
seconds to assess. This is true not only for the ads 
before Youtube videos, or Spotify and Instagram ads 
but also for movies, games and even music. The first 
6-8 second of any content acts as a hook for what 
follows.

In education, adapting to this attention span, or 
8-second filter, means adopting a ?snackable? approach 
to content and activities. Suggestions might include:

Instructions are concise and made up of short 
sentences. 

Longer activities are staged without sacrificing content 
or quality. 

Visuals, short videos and questions are used as topic 
hooks to rouse students? interest and keep them 
engaged.

Visual

Some facts will make this macro-trend very clear: 

97% of Gen Z use video streaming in a typical week. 

They watch at least 68 videos in a day.

30% of them say they spend most of their time outside 
of work or school streaming movies

63% of Gen Z are on YouTube at least 2 hours a day 

This is a visual generation and we need to be aware of 
how important visual content is to students. Videos are 
a super rich teaching source as they provide students 
with dual channel (visual and auditory) input which 
makes it easier for language learners to understand. 
They also offer a sense of authenticity, even when 
created for educational purposes. Video can be used in 
almost every stage of an ELT lesson: as a trigger in the 
?engage? phase, as input in ?study? and as output in 
?activate?.
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  FOCUS ON THE LEARNERS

Conclusion

For marketers, ?knowing their audience? is essential to 
effectively understanding their customers, customising 
the message appropriately and selling their product. 
We do something similar in the classroom: we carry 
out diagnostic tests and needs analyses to understand 
our students and personalise our teaching to our 
students. From the five principles examined above we 
conclude that to target Generation Z we need to:

- Bring authenticity into the classroom by means 
of authentic materials and authentic tasks

- Make learning a social experience 
- Use a ?snackable? approach to content
- Utilise video content as much as possible
- Blend mobile/digital technologies in the 

classroom
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When learners only have two or three lessons a week 
of English and they are taught by a classroom teacher 
who is also a native of the local language, it is hard for 
everyone to stick to using English in open, creative 
instructional settings that follow a task framework 
(Ellis, 2003). Although creative tasks such as lip sync 
battles and Destination Imagination Instant Challenges 
might be so exciting that learners slip into the local 
language, these tasks can cover curricular aims, 
provide opportunities for creative and critical thinking 
and require engagement from all learners ? more so 
than traditional textbook activities, and a lot of it will 
be in English. Let?s take a look.

Lip Syncs

If learners can choose their own song, they are 
motivated to learn its language and lip syncs are a 
wonderful way of focusing on pronunciation, 
comprehension through staging scenes and through 
wanting to know what the lyrics actually mean. When 
learners work on their own songs, they actively use 
dictionaries, repeat the lyrics over and over again, and 
develop confidence as they go. 
Songs by Lenka or Imagine 
Dragons work well for 
9-12-year-old children and 
through watching existing lip 
syncs, for example, Lip Sync 
Battle Shorties (on You Tube), 
learners can create success 
criteria to apply to their own 
interpretations. Elementary 
schools all over the world host 
lip sync battles. Most learners are 
listening to music in English in 
any case so why not bring it into 
the ESL classroom?

Parodies

Parodies are a wonderful way of 
expressing political views, 
feelings about our daily lives, or 
even understanding of school 
subjects like in the AsapSCIENCE 
parodies (on You Tube). 
Parodies can also just be plain 

old silly and learners can simply have fun with the 
language. The projects I have worked with have 
mostly started with having learners adapt the Ylvis 
song ?What does the Fox Say? to ?What does the 
teacher /  my parent say??. This initial 
word-replacement exercise can lead to discussions 
about the legality of writing parodies (is it plagiarism?) 
and how to find words that fit (by clapping out 
syllables and using a thesaurus, for example). As with 
lip syncs, if learners can choose the song they want to 
work with, lessons start with some creative impulses 
through the analysis of existing materials and there is 
an end product to present, then learners are motivated 
and inspired to work with the language, even if they 
are just ?replacing? words.  

Slime Making

Even as an adult, who doesn?t like slime? Slime making 
can be creative in the sense that learners can predict 
which ingredients and which combination of 
proportions  will make the best slime. This can then 
be tested for viscosity, creep and so on. The build-up 

 
Creative Tasks in Elementary School EFL 
Classrooms in Switzerland 
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around the actual slime making can involve designing 
one?s own ?monster?, designing ?monster body parts? 
(spaghetti for the guts, for instance), role playing (see 
Figure 1), and more! In my own experience with 
groups that needed step-by-step guidance, the steps in 
making the slime can be jumbled and learners can 
copy them. Once this is done correctly, they can then 
start making the slime and following the instructions. I 
have found that a controlled initial step leads to a bit 
more discipline and use of English in the more open 
steps.  

Destination Imagination Instant Challenges

Destination Imagination used to be called ?Odyssey of 
the Mind? and the Instant Challenges lend themselves 
well to English language learners. We have simplified 
many of the original Instant Challenges found online 
here: https:/ /blog.seesaw.me/englishiseverywhere. The 
principle is simple: Learners get a piece of paper with 
a challenge on it (e.g. ?Create a device using only 
newspapers that can transport ping pong balls from 
square A to square B without them touching the 

ground?). They are given a few minutes to plan within 
their groups (without getting the materials). They are 
then given another few minutes to create the device 
using the actual materials. When the time is up, each 
group?s device is tested and scores assigned (see 
Figure 2). These challenges are great for teaching 
learners to collaborate; they are short but can be 
expanded for analysis and they do not require 
complicated materials. They are also versatile in that 
they can serve many purposes from simply following 
instructions to negotiation and many other scientific or 
creative thinking skills. I found that what is extremely 
important here is that when the teacher is testing the 
devices or scoring the final products, a fancy top hat 
should be worn and there should be a bit of drama 
and over-acting!      

Figure 2: Destination Imagination scoring 

But how do you keep the learners in the target 
language? 

Laura is a teacher trainer in 
Zurich, Switzerland. You can 
find out more about her here:

 https://phzh.ch/personen
                         /laura.loder
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There are many techniques listed in Loder Buechel 
(2020) but generally, if you gamify the task at hand 
(e.g. Chou, 2015) by including points for English in a 
Destination Imagination task for example, then 
learners will be motivated. Providing clear roles in 
activities (the writer, the presenter, the parrot), doing 
fun choral drills (the robot, the pirate), distributing 
?prizes? (popcorn kernels for on-task behavior), using 
a really exciting sound effect or buzzer, can all 
contribute to learners wanting to speak English. 
Accepting the local language in specific instances that 
are agreed in advance can provide the learners with a 
break. Don?t forget, your own model behaviors are 
important ? if you can?t remember a word in English, 
then say it in your own language with an English 
accent or use your body language to replace those 
words or paraphrase. These are the behaviors we want 
our learners to model.

If you are interested in hearing more details about 
these projects, you are welcome to view the entire 
presentation here:

Loom.com Link 

Have fun!
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Keep Calm and Use Culture in the Classroom

new form of physical contact 
amidst the pandemic. To allow 
comparison and contrast, we 
used a short advertisement by 
the Aegean Airlines 
showcasing how the Greeks 
greet each other. We 
encouraged our workshop 
audience to share their own 
experiences, determining 
different levels of formality, 
just as we would do with our 
students in the classroom.  

The next task was about food. 
In a similar way to greetings, 
food is of paramount 
importance in all cultures, 
there is a lot of diversity in 
local cuisines and we all come 
across different kinds of food 
in our daily life. For this task 
we chose pictures of animals 
and insects and asked the 
audience to match a 
descriptive adjective, or a 
noun, with a picture. 
Interestingly, Greek students 
often describe octopus as 

?delicious? (taste-related) rather than ?fast? or ?smart? 
(characteristics) because seafood is very popular in 
Greece and there are a lot of recipes on how to cook 
octopus.

Afterwards, our audience watched a short TED Talk by 
Derek Sivers ?Weird or just different?. We use TED 
Talks that align with our syllabus a lot in our 
classroom, because we can teach our students 
vocabulary and grammar using authentic material at 
the same time as presenting ideas that are worth 
spreading. This TED Talk emphasised that we are all 
different and we should not be judgemental, rather we 
need to accept and tolerate what seems strange to us. 
We used the video as a springboard to start a 
discussion about misconceptions and assumptions 
about different cultures, asking:

- What is a misconception?  
- How does it make YOU/  your Community feel?  
- What evidence proves a misconception is 

wrong?  
- How can you inform people of this 

misconception? 

Through their answers we aimed to raise awareness on 
these matters. We then  showed them footage from the 
popular comedy film ?My Big Fat Greek Wedding?, 
which depicts Greek cultural stereotypes regarding the 
wedding ceremony. We chose this theme because 
although weddings are common in most cultures they 
also vary considerably. Working with films offers 
teachers an abundance of genres, topics, languages, 
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Julia Aliverti & Vicky Chionopoulou   

Cultural diversity is something 
we encounter as teachers more 
and more, whether it be in the 
classroom mix, in our teaching 
materials or in the environments 
that our students will eventually 
be part of. Whilst teaching 
English can we also help our 
students to function more 
effectively across cultures?  And 
how can we take advantage of 
the teaching opportunities that 
arise from the rich variety of 
cultures we encounter within our 
classroom? These were some of 
the questions encountered during 
our teaching experience in 
multicultural summer schools in 
the U.K.  

Our home country, Greece, has 
traditionally followed a 
mono-cultural and mono-lingual 
educational approach. Although 
there are minorities and 
ethnicities, like the Roma and the 
Pomaces, it is only recently that 
large numbers of foreigners have 
started settling in Greece, mostly 
as economic migrants, or refugees. Therefore, Greek 
students have only recently been provided with the 
opportunity to interact with classmates from different 
cultural backgrounds. 

It is also true that the advent of the internet and the 
phenomenon of globalisation are both world-changing 
forces which highlight intercultural competency; this is 
a vital asset for our students. Not only do they need to 
become linguistically proficient, but also future global 
citizens who can interact in English with people with 
different values, viewpoints and practices. This entails 
developing their ability to accept differences, tolerating 
diverse mentalities, as well as understanding 
differences in the way people perceive things, for 
example, cultural assumptions and misconceptions. 

In November, at the TESOL France Colloquium, we 
presented a number of tasks we have used in our 
summer school classes. They are designed for different 
age groups and levels of English, as part of a 
project-based learning methodology, and for 
integration into the syllabus. We tried to offer our 
audience insights into our classrooms although, by no 
means did the activities comprise an exhaustive list. 
We plan to keep adding tasks, especially as the ELT 
realm is bound to get more multicultural and ethnically 
diverse in our ever-changing world. 

We began the session considering the way people 
usually get acquainted, that is by greeting each other, 
and we used many different ways to do so. Nowadays, 
touching elbows has emerged as a globally recognised 

(Photo: Ioana Cristiana via Unsplash)



points of views to choose from, and can be selected 
according to classroom-related interests and needs. 

With our summer school students, the major teaching 
goal for tasks based on this film has been to identify 
and recognize elements from foreign countries and also 
identify misunderstandings between cultures. Another 
goal has been to help students identify with fictional 
characters and express empathy for them. In the end, 
learners should be able to compare their own 
culturally-determined opinions and attitudes towards 
the film, and recognize national stereotypes or 
overgeneralizations. 

Potential student tasks can include role plays, where 
students are assigned different nationalities loaded with 
stereotypical misconceptions. They have to present 
themselves without revealing their nationality, inviting 
the class to guess their nationality based on the 
stereotypes. As a follow up, each student explains how 
they feel being stereotyped. Alternatively, in a task 
called  ?Two truths and a lie?, students need to find 
two little known ?weird but true" facts about wedding 
culture in a given nationality and make up one lie. 
They present all three and the class has to spot which 
one is false.

a source of inspiration, allowing students to create an 
anthology of travel-related quotes by authors they 
admire. On the other hand, if reality is restraining 
their imagination, why not create their own 
imaginary country and provide us with information 
about it?

Working with our students, we have found that the 
tasks were engaging and appealing. Hopefully, we 
conveyed this motivation to our workshop audience 
too. In the greetings task  everybody was willing to 
participate, regardless of the level of English or their 
age. The task about food was also successful as it 
revealed deep-rooted elements of our cultural 
identity! The TED Talks are always welcome by 
students, as they are usually humorous, and the 
message is conveyed effortlessly. More mature 
learners are eager to express their opinion on 
discussion topics raised in films that are relevant to 
them and their community, as well as on abstract 
ideas and global issues. Films captivate our students? 
attention, and the comedy used in the workshop was 
no exception.

Teaching with empathy and focusing on the 
cross-cultural competency of our students creates a 
judgement-free zone in the classroom which gives 
space for dialogue and to challenge personal biases. 
They become more confident and respectful in 
interacting with people from different cultures. 
Recognising diversity in the classroom, or any 
community, promotes inclusivity towards classmates 
regardless of their backgrounds. This 21st century 
skill needs to be honed, as it promotes searching for 
new perspectives, becoming more cooperative, and 
improving problem solving and decision-making 
skills. English is a global language, and our students 
will be using this language to communicate and work 
with people from different cultural backgrounds. As 
ELT teachers, we want to show our students the great 
potential they have, encouraging them to engage 
with the world with curiosity, sensitivity, open minds, 
and willingness to adapt. 
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"The advent of the internet 
and the phenomenon of 
globalisation are both 

world-changing forces which 
highlight intercultural 

competency; this is a vital 
asset for our students."

With older students in higher levels (B2 to C2) we 
show pictures of weddings around the world and 
prompt the discussion focusing on the bride or the 
groom, the colours, the feelings, the body language etc. 
Conceptions and misconceptions become apparent 
through this activity, and the students are able to 
verbalize conscious as well as subconscious beliefs 
about what different cultures perceive as appropriate in 
these commonly-held ceremonies. A film-based 
discussion on mail-order brides and what makes a 
bride popular today, can provide a class with food for 
thought and engage students? critical thinking skills. 

For final projects, we suggest and design topics 
according to age and level. One idea is that a student 
can share their family story in various ways, for 
example, by creating a book blurb or poster.  Another 
idea is to invite them to ?take a trip around the world? 
without leaving the classroom using various VR apps. 
They can create their own trip in their city or country 
through the use of videos, pictures or other materials 
that they discover. In some cases, they research and 
find information about different countries that they find 
in their text-books. The world they live in can become 
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A Workshop in Conversation Questions 

I am glad to have been offered the pages of the 
Teaching Times to restate the message I was trying to 
convey during my somewhat chaotic Workshop in 
Conversation Questions (for reasons both technical 
and personal) at the last Colloquium. 

Conversations have become a pariah of ELT. Long 
thought to be the easiest type of class to teach, 
requiring virtually no preparation at all, conversation 
classes are today undeservedly overlooked and 
unexplored. Just how much is best illustrated by the 
current state of conversation questions found across 
ELT materials, which, in my opinion, are largely 
underdeveloped and devoid of any deeper purpose, to 
the detriment of the quality of the teaching.

This low-key approach to conversations was confirmed 
when I asked the participants of my workshop to 
share their favorite conversation questions and reflect 
upon the goals of conversation classes. Most offered 
small talk questions about everyday life, and were 
rather nebulous about the goals, listing improvement 
of fluency, better connection with students, 
preparation for a job interview, or simply letting 
people talk because they like it.

Yet conversations are capable of much more than that. 
They may be formatted to produce longer stretches of 
language, improve willingness and persistence in 
communication and boost self-confidence. They can 
teach a palette of 21st century skills such as creativity, 
problem-solving, collaboration, initiative, self-direction, 
and more. Conversation classes are a vehicle of almost 
infinite plasticity and educational potential!

However, to realize this potential we need to 
reexamine conversation questions because it is 
through them that the teacher controls what  is being 
taught and how. Most current conversation questions 
are myopic to the point that they thwart the realization 
of any goals other than making students speak for a 
while. They trade the long-term effectiveness of 
teaching for a little bit of output. The bulk of the 
blame goes to the questions? trespassing on privacy 
and intimacy.

?What are you currently watching on Netflix??, ?When 
was the last time you felt silly??, ?How often do you 
lie??, ?Do you go to the gym?? ? questions like these, 
although extremely common, are unprofessional and 
counterproductive in the long run. Not only do they 
play with students? wellbeing by being invasive, but 
they also establish a particular rapport with students 
which eventually strips teachers of their strength;  
buddies are never good teachers. The questions 
should, therefore, first and foremost, produce 
conditions in which each student?s private life is 

respected, and teachers do not get too close with 
students.

De-personalizing conversation questions, that is, 
removing the pronouns ?you? and ?your? from them is 
a hotfix which opens the gate to the realization of 
goals of teaching 21st century skills. For example, the 
introspective question ?What?s your favorite TV show?? 
can thus be easily transformed into extrospective 
?What makes a good TV show?? requiring critical and 
analytical thinking skills.

Asking non-personal questions, as I was reminded after 
the workshop (thanks, Alex!), also extends the safe 
space through to feedback. With personal questions, it 
may sometimes be easy to confuse the teacher?s 
comments about the language as actually being a 
comment about one?s life. However, when a teacher 
corrects their student?s answer to a non-personal 
question they do not correct their lives, only their 
language.

The proposed hotfix is but the tip of the iceberg to 
improve the effectiveness of conversation questions 
and the whole conversation experience, that is, the 
lesson itself, its aftertaste, and the foretaste before the 
next one. It is one small idea, but hopefully, this tiny 
drop may one day wear away a stone.

 Jedrek Stepien 
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Gem Activities from Webinars
Sophie Pietrucci

The various lock-downs provided great opportunities to discover new websites and activities as well as 
keeping in touch with the community of teachers around the world. Here is the top list I would like to share 
with you.

Sophie is a French native speaker and lived in the UK as a child 
and in the US as a teenager. She has taught French and English in 

France, the UK, India and Laos. Currently, she teaches engineering 
students and adults at Telecom Paris.

sophie.pietrucci@telecom-paris.fr



COURSE DESIGN

As an English teacher at a digital engineering school in 
France, I?ve heard a lot about ?internationalization? 
and ?mediation.? My challenge was to design a course 
which would enable me to combine both. During a 
webinar by Thom Kiddle1 I was inspired by his 
assertion that including mediation descriptors2 in a 
syllabus may seem ?overwhelming.? I set out to see 
how I could make them work for me and more 
importantly how to make them meaningful to my 
students. This article relates my experience.

As language teachers we are already competent 
mediators in the CEFR3 sense: 

?? the user/ learner acts as a social agent who 
creates bridges and helps to construct or convey 
meaning, sometimes within the same language, 
sometimes from one language to another... The 
focus is on the role of language in processes like 
creating the space and conditions for 
communicating and/or learning, collaborating to 
construct new meaning, encouraging others to 
construct or understand new meaning, and passing 
on new information in an appropriate form? .? 

I?m sure this sounds like what you do in every single 

lesson. What about our students, though?

When it came to course planning my premise was that 
my budding engineers were also effective mediators 
who were simply unaware of their skills. The overall 
B2 descriptor refers to ?working collaboratively with 
people from different backgrounds.? My target group 
does this on a daily basis as they study in an 
international environment and navigate pluricultural 
space within and outside the classroom. In addition, in 
their first year they complete two intensive group work 
projects which require them to collaborate and 
manage interaction in groups.  Therefore, one 
objective of my course was to raise student awareness 
of this particular skill set, which I deem meaningful in 
the ?real-world.?

Thanks to mid-semester feedback from students I 
learnt that 77% had signed up for this elective based 
on the title alone, without knowing exactly what 
mediation was! The international and business aspects 
were sufficiently enticing to choose this class over 
other options, including general English and thematic 
classes. This was not surprising given that the school?s 
recently revised mission statement explicitly mentions 
its strong links with ?businesses, and the 

 
Making Mediation Meaningful
Sinead Namur 
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1Thom Kiddle Webinar Link
2Henceforth when I refer to descriptors I mean mediation 
descriptors.

3The page numbers refer to the 2018 CEFR Companion Volume 
with new descriptors: https:/ / rm.coe.int/cefr-companion-volume-
with-new-descriptors-2018/1680787989 
4https:/ /www.telecom-paris.fr/ raison-d-etre-telecom-paris
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socio-economic world at the service of a society and 
an economy respectful of humankind.4? Indeed, as 
future engineers working in companies at home or 
abroad, whether during their compulsory six month 
end-of-studies internship or embarking on their career, 
I believed that matching descriptors to business related 
modules would prove meaningful.

I developed a modular system with one overarching 
theme every three weeks: Managing meetings, 
Negotiating, Managing conflict, and Hierarchy. I found 
it helpful to use the template on p.104 of the CEFR 
Companion Volume to identify which type of 
mediation activities could fit with the topics I?d 
selected in terms of: ?mediating a text, concepts and 
communication.? I consciously chose to focus on 
mediation activities as opposed to strategies5, which 
does not mean that I consider them irrelevant. For 
instance, ?adapting language? is one strategy that we 
saw in a concrete ?what not to do? example from the 
BBC Apprentice series6, where one of the candidates 
delivered a catastrophic pitch to a German client!

I am not suggesting that it is possible to dissociate the 
various mediation activities.  Managing meetings could 
involve a mix of mediating texts, such as making notes 
or processing data from a chart, mediating concepts in 
terms of collaborating with a group and also mediating 
communication, such as small talk at the beginning. 
For practical purposes, however, I attributed a specific 
scale to each module theme depending on the final 
assessment task. This was one way of facilitating 
communication regarding requirements to students.

A key question was selecting the level of descriptors.  
My target audience was composed entirely of students 
with a minimum B2.1 acquired level in English and 
French but did this mean that I should also pitch the 
target level at B2? Close examination of the chosen 
scales reassured me that B2 for all task based 
assessments was fair. It was not meant to be restrictive 
and some students were already functioning at a 
higher level, so this is definitely one aspect that could 
be reviewed for future iterations.

The international focus of the course was not solely 
based on a mix of nationalities among the students: 
French, Lebanese and Malaysian. Indeed, I was very 
excited to have the opportunity to co-teach the course 
with non-English teaching members of the department 
team. I wanted to avoid the stereotypical, overly 
simplified ?to do & not to do? checklist when doing 
business in other countries which is so rampant in 
textbooks or in student expectations. This point was 
underlined by Chia Suan Chong during her plenary 
session at the TESOL colloquium in November 2020. 
Who better to talk about negotiating in Russia than my 
Russian colleague with solid corporate experience? 
Each volunteer signed up for their preferred module 
and a country focus was assigned accordingly. 
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Sinead Namur is the English 
section coordinator at Télécom 
Paris. An experienced academic 
manager and teacher combining 
a passion for English language 
and literature, she has 20 years? 
experience teaching in France.  
Her key interests include 
materials? and curriculum 
development.  She is currently 
working on a MOOC project 
based on promoting scientific 
results.

We worked together on selecting resources for the 
shared sessions. For example, we used a Spanish 
movie called ?Siete años? to deal with the theme of 
conflict management. Here the notion of choice was 
important and we were at the heart of cross-linguistic 
mediation, whereby having watched the movie for 
homework in their chosen language, students were 
then asked to work in small groups to discuss the 
role and characteristics of a formal mediator in 
English. They had to cooperate to process 
information and construct meaning together. Here is 
what one student wrote in his personal logbook 
afterwards, indicating that he recognized the 
potential application of what he had learned:

The upside of sharing the sessions was that they 
were a concrete professional development 
opportunity as well as active implementation of the 
descriptors, whereby the dynamic process of 
mediation required us to work together towards a 
collaborative outcome in at least two languages. As 
for mediating concepts, co-teaching also reminded 
me that there were other ways of approaching the 
task of teaching a lesson, outside of my own tried 
and tested techniques!

Given that the course was not an English class per 
se, it was refreshing for me to change my role from 
expert to facilitator.  I don?t speak German, for 
example, so in one session a student processed a 
long German article on meetings and presented it in 
English to the group, making use of mediation 
strategies by streamlining content and adapting it to 
his audience.

I?ve outlined how I made the descriptors fit my 
International Business Mediation course. They are by 
nature and intent flexible enough to transpose to 
other themes and contexts. What?s in it for students? 
You can make mediation meaningful as they develop 
empathy, emotional intelligence, communication and 
cooperation.  I suggest that the value of these skills 
extends beyond the doors of the English language 
classroom. What?s in it for you? How about a fresh 
approach to planning, teaching and assessing. So, 
what are you waiting for? Don?t just communicate, 
mediate. Your students are doing it already!

5Mediation strategies are to the right on the template p.104
6Series 6, Episode 8 : 
https:/ /www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mw2ERDHyfQ

7All key terms taken directly from the Mediation section in the 
Companion Volume.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mw2ERDHyfQ


Perhaps you?ve thought 
about setting up your 
own teaching business? 
Having your own clients 
paying you directly, 
instead of going through 
a school or training 
organisation. But you 
don?t really know where 
to start with getting 
clients and dealing with 
the French training 
system. 

I have had my own 
training business for 5 
years, and although it?s a 
lot of work, I don?t regret 
it at all. I used to live in 
Paris where I worked for 
several different business 
schools and grandes 
écoles. I also had my 
numéro de declaration 
(more about that below) 
and had some private 
corporate clients. The pay 
was good and I enjoyed 
the variety of work.

Then we moved to Grasse in the South of France. 
Suddenly I realised that there weren?t lots of great jobs 
in business schools that were just waiting for me to 
apply! I started working for the executive education 
arm of a business school, which was basically a 
language school. Not only was the pay about a third of 
what I earned in Paris, but I felt completely left to my 
own devices and my work and experience was 
undervalued. That?s when I decided to set up on my 
own again.

I started off as a freelance teacher, but since then have 
changed to become a training organisation specialising 
in professional English, and sub-contracting other 
freelance teachers to do some of the teaching work. I 
have to be honest, I work very hard, however if you 
are entrepreneurial, it?s very rewarding.

Why have your own business? And why not?

Having your own teaching business means you can fix 
your own price, set your own hours (in theory!) and 
you have the freedom to make whatever decisions you 
want. Your hard work benefits you. 

On the other hand, income is not steady, especially at 
the beginning, and you have to be prepared to wait 
until the end of a training programme to be paid. 
Dealing with the administration requires a zen attitude, 
although the new CPF website has streamlined a lot of 
the administrative tasks.

What type of business?

Working with children or 
with adults requires different 
skills and different 
administration.

Teaching children

There is actually a very big 
market for this.  I am often 
asked if I teach children and, 
in my town, I don?t even 
have another teacher to refer 
people to. If you?re prepared 
to teach on Wednesdays, 
Saturdays and after school, 
you can soon have a good 
client list through word of 
mouth. When I first arrived 
in Grasse, I held children?s 
group classes at my house as 
a micro-entrepreneur. All 
you need to do is to make 
sure your house insurance 
covers this. You can also set 
yourself up with ?service à la 
personne? status. This means 
that you can go to other 
people?s houses to give 
classes. You are paid a 

higher hourly rate which includes your social charges 
and the person hiring you receives 50% in tax credits. 
The only downside to this status is that this is the only 
professional activity you can do; you can?t also be a 
micro-entrepreneur doing other kinds of classes.

Teaching adults

For adults, there are a few different business models: 
you can teach private individuals, either directly or 
through the CPF, or work with corporate clients. Again 
you can set up with the ?service à la personne? status 
or have individuals who pay you directly out of their 
own pocket. In my opinion, there will be fewer and 
fewer of these clients as more people gain access to, 
and start using, their CPF.

Working with corporate clients is much more lucrative, 
but also more difficult to break into: usually you need 
a good contact inside the company. It took me 3 years 
from meeting the President of a company in my area 
to being contracted to do their language training. Once 
you are in though, as long as you provide a good 
service, you can build a long and fruitful relationship.

If you would like to teach adults as a business, 
jumping through the administrative hoops in order to 
offer CPF training or be eligible for payment through 
company OPCO (training funds) budgets is definitely 
worth it. 90% of my income comes through this. 

 
Your Own Teaching Business in France
Catherine Aygen   
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Administration

To be an official trainer, you first need to apply to 
your local Direccte for your numéro de déclaration. 
You will need to send them a signed training 
contract, which can also be a subcontracting 
contract. 

Once you have this, you can decide whether you 
want to get the Datadock or Qualiopi reference. 
Datadock is the online reference site of all ?quality? 
training organisations. You have to complete 21 
sections providing information on your processes 
with evidence to back it up. The idea is to be able to 
show that your training is designed and delivered to 
high standards. 

Datadock is being replaced by a real audit, Qualiopi, 
at the end of 2021. Qualiopi is a much bigger 
undertaking and involves a full day with an auditor. 
It costs around ?1500 and has to be renewed every 3 
years. My recommendation is to do Datadock for 
now: Datadock is free, it?s easier than Qualiopi and 
everything you do for Datadock will help you 
towards Qualiopi.  Such an approach gives you the 
chance to see if the time and money investment for 
Qualiopi would be worth it.

If you want to offer training courses that are CPF 
eligible, you have to be referenced on Datadock or 
Qualiopi. Likewise, if you want to offer training that 
companies can pay for through their OPCOs or that 
independents can pay for through their fonds 
d?assurance de formation such as AFDAS or the Fifpl, 
you need to be referenced. Some companies pay for 
their training directly, in which case you don?t need 
to jump through these administrative hoops. 
However, in my area for example, I have only been 
paid directly by a company once in 5 years.

CPF

The CPF site is the government?s ?Tripadvisor of 
training? and is relatively simple to use. Organismes 
de formation have their own back office, called 
EDOF, where you upload your training catalogue. 
Payment is automated and so far seems to be fairly 
quick. 

How to find clients?

You need to get comfortable with marketing yourself 
and networking. It takes a while to build up a client 
list and to start getting word-of-mouth work, but if 
you provide a good service you?ll get there. 

- Social media works well: Linkedin for 
business or Facebook if you?re doing online 
classes or local classes.

- Your town will have different networking 
events you can attend. Some are free, others 
you pay to join the group but you get more 
visibility.

- Set up a lead magnet (free item or service 
given away for the purpose of gathering 

contact details) to start building your email 
list.

- Put out your own content: Youtube, a blog, 
Facebook lives etc.

- Make a website: it looks more professional, 
even if it?s a small one. I don?t have many 
organic visitors to my site, but when 
someone finds me, I look credible.

Pricing

First of all, don?t compete on price, compete on 
service! Remember that when you have your own 
business you will have more expenses and you will 
need to spend more time on tasks other than 
teaching. Looking at CPF offers will give you an idea 
of the market rate in your area. In my area, 
individual CPF English lessons are around 65 - 80? 
per hour. Remember that in the corporate space 
people pay a premium for good training: corporate 
trainers in general average around 3000? per day. Do 
not undersell yourself!

My top tips for going into business for yourself      

I?ve been in business for 5 years now and the saying 
?it?s a marathon not a sprint? is definitely true. Here 
are some of the things I?ve learnt along the way:

- Don?t be afraid to charge what you?re worth.
- Decide on a niche. Make yourself easily 

recommendable. 
- Start putting out content: you already have a 

lot.
- Collaborate with other teachers: don?t see 

other independents as competition. 
- Think big from the beginning: what will your 

business look like in 5 years?
- What will your turnover be in 5 years? Now 

double that number.
- Join a mastermind, get a business coach, take 

a business course. This is what has helped 
me the most in my business.

- Get up to date with technology: online 
teaching is not going away!

- If you want to do CPF, start now. You have 1 
year to see if Qualiopi is worth it for you.

Make sure it?s what you really want: it?s hard work. 

Catherine Aygen runs a 
Professional English training 
business in Grasse. She moved to 
France 12 years ago after 7 years 
in Asia. She has a Masters in 
Linguistics and the diploma in 
TESOL. 

catherine@aygen.net
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Become a Member of TESOL France!

Membership is open to anyone involved in the English Language Teaching (ELT) industry. Our members include teachers, lecturers, 
teacher trainers, academic managers, researchers, authors, publishers, testing agencies, company founders, and institutions. 

See our website for more information on membership prices: www.tesol-france.org

Sign up today at: 
http:/ / bit.ly/TESOLFrance

Membership available at ?53/year

- Access to the Annual Colloquium
- Access to the Annual Spring Day event
- Free entrance to national and regional events and workshops in Paris, 

Lille, Lyon, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Strasbourg and Grenoble
- Receive our magazine, Teaching Times, three times a year
- Receive our newsletter with job postings and other ELT-related 

announcements
- A Community of Practice ? Teachers of English gathering, sharing 

ideas, collaborating, and more.
- Professional Development and Leadership Opportunities

TESOL-France is a non-profit organization registered 23 rue Nollet 75017 Paris, France. 
In accordance with French regulation (law no 78-17).
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